
B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

ABHAY MUKESHRAO BHENDE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180116

At Borgaon mohna post belaj

21AB311583 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Physics PHY

2 Chemistry CHE

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

ABHIJEET PRASHANT KAJE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180107

AT.PUSNER

21AB311585 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Chemistry CHE

2 Botany BOT

3 Zoology ZOO

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

ADITYA NITIN DESHKARI

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180315

AT POST CHIKHALI RAM

21AB311595 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Chemistry CHE

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

AKASH KAILASHRAO WANVE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180313

AT JAWARA

21AB311605 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Chemistry CHE

2 Zoology ZOO

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

AKASH RAJENDRA SARDAR

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180351

AT. DATWI

21AB311606 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Chemistry CHE

2 Botany BOT

3 Zoology ZOO

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

ANKUSH HARIDAS KHADE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180157

AT PO BHAMOD

21AB311615 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Computer Application(Vocational) CPV

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

ANUJ RAMESHWAR INGLE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180041

At Post Kalamkhar

21AB311617 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Physics PHY

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

ANUSHA SHARIQUE SHAIKH

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180311

New Hanuman Nagar

21AB311619 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Chemistry CHE

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

ANUSHREE GANESHRAO OLIVKAR

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180229

AMAR NAGAR

21AB311621 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Mathematics MTH

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

APEKSHA HARISHCHANDRA DAHANE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180103

Gadge Nagar

21AB311623 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Chemistry CHE

2 Zoology ZOO

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

ARCHAND NANDKISHOR KALE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180258

AMBIKA NAGAR DIGRAS

21AB311625 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Computer Application(Vocational) CPV

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

DHIRAJKUMAR SUBHASHRAO SOLANKE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180323

KAMALPUSHP

21AB311652 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Zoology ZOO

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

DIVYA ANIL DHAWASE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180227

KIRAN NAGAR 1 LINE NO 9

21AB311655 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Computer Application(Vocational) CPV

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

GANESHA BHUSHAN DESHMUKH

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180135

AT POST TEMBHURKHDA

21AB311660 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Chemistry CHE

2 Zoology ZOO

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

GAYATRI NANDAKUMAR WARKAD

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180215

AT. POST. NEW ASHTI

21AB311666 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Computer Application(Vocational) CPV

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

HIRAL SUBHASHRAO POHOKAR

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180266

SARASVATI NAGAR

21AB311676 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Mathematics MTH

2 ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 11800

3 Statistics STS

4 Computer Application(Vocational) CPV

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

JANVI RAJU AMKAR

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180097

Mahendra Colony

21AB311685 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Chemistry CHE

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

JAYESH SUNIL TIDKE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180077

AMARA NAGAR

21AB311686 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 11800

2 Computer Application(Vocational) CPV

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

KAMALDEEP AJAYRAO NAGAPURE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180304

WADALI BUS STOP CAMP ROAD AMRAVATI

21AB311693 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 11800

2 Chemistry CHE

3 Enviromental Science EVS

4 Zoology ZOO

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

KARUNA BHASKAR INGOLE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

jawahar colony

21AB311695 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Mathematics MTH

2 Physics PHY

3 Chemistry CHE

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

KAUTUK PURUSHOTTAM MOKASHE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180035

VAYANKATESH COLONY

21AB311697 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Statistics STS

2 Computer Application(Vocational) CPV

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

KRUSHNA PRAKASHRAO BELE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180210

AT POST MOZARI

21AB311708 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Zoology ZOO

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

KRUTIKA PUROSHTAMRAO JADHAO

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180349

PURNANAGAR

21AB311711 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Chemistry CHE

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

KU. SIDDHI SHIVSHANKAR HINGANKAR

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180213

NIMKHED BAZAR

21AB311893 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Physics PHY

2 Computer Application(Vocational) CPV

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

KUNAL NANDKISHOR KHADSE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180017

AT POST NIMKHED BAZAR

21AB311720 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Mathematics MTH

2 Physics PHY

3 Chemistry CHE

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

MAYURI SUDHIR KASAR

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180221

AT RAJNA

21AB311728 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Enviromental Science EVS

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

MEGHA MAHESH SHARMA

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180242

BEHIND THE POLICE STATION

21AB311730 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Microbiology MCB

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

MONIKA UMESHRAO BHORE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180365

At. Mamdapur

21AB311731 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Chemistry CHE

2 Botany BOT

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

MUSKAN M. YUNUS PATEL

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180282

AT POST MANORA

21AB311732 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Computer Application(Vocational) CPV

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

NAMRATA VIJAY GAWANDE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180168

SAI SANGAM COLONY

21AB311734 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 11800

2 Chemistry CHE

3 Botany BOT

4 BioTechnology BTC

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

NIKHIL ARJUN BANSOD

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180324

siddhart Nagar

21AB311739 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Physics PHY

2 Chemistry CHE

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

NINAD GAJANAN MAHALLE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180254

AT THUGAON KHANAPUR

21AB311744 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 11800

2 Botany BOT

3 Zoology ZOO

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

ONAM VINOD TIRMARE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180026

NEW SWASTIK NAGAR NEAR WATER TANK

21AB311749 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Chemistry CHE

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

PIYUSH VIJAY BANSODE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180073

MARDI ROAD

21AB311758 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Mathematics MTH

2 Computer Application(Vocational) CPV

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

PRACHI GAJANAN DESHMUKH

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180159

Mangilal plot morshi road ITI college amravati

21AB311763 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Chemistry CHE

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

PRADIP BABUSING CHAVHAN

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180338

ANTARGAON

21AB311766 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 11800

2 Physics PHY

3 Chemistry CHE

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

PRAJWAL GAJANAN INGLE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180293

AT POST NER PINGLAI

21AB311770 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Chemistry CHE

2 Botany BOT

3 Enviromental Science EVS

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

PRAJWAL PRAMOD RECHE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201140586

AT.POST.DAHIGAON RECHE

21AB311772 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Physics PHY

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

PRAJWAL RAJENDRA CHAHURKAR

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180249

RAHUL NAGAR

21AB311773 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Statistics STS

2 Computer Application(Vocational) CPV

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

PRANAY SUDHAKARAO GOMKALE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180146

At post Belora

21AB311779 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 11800

2 Physics PHY

3 Geology GOG

4 Computer Application(Vocational) CPV

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

PRITI BALU SWARGIYA

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180314

AT POST GADGE MAHARAJ ASHRAM SCHOOL

21AB311792 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Chemistry CHE

2 Botany BOT

3 Enviromental Science EVS

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

PRITI PRAMOD DESHMUKH

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180233

JALARAM NAGAR

21AB311793 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 11800

2 Chemistry CHE

3 Botany BOT

4 Zoology ZOO

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

PURVA SHARAD BHAGAT

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180060

BHIM NAGAR

21AB311799 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Chemistry CHE

2 Enviromental Science EVS

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

RADHIKA SANJAYPANT DESHMUKH

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180007

At Kalhodi

21AB311804 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Chemistry CHE

2 Microbiology MCB

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

RADHIKA SUNIL RAUT

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180270

NEW RAVI NAGAR

21AB311807 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Computer Science CPS

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

RENUKA DILIPRAO SOLANKE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180086

AT POST SANGLUD

21AB311810 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 11800

2 Chemistry CHE

3 Botany BOT

4 Zoology ZOO

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

RITESH RAMDEV BELSARE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180337

AT POTILAWA

21AB311814 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Microbiology MCB

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

RITU RAMKUMAR VYAS

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180043

MUGLAIPURA

21AB311816 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Chemistry CHE

2 Botany BOT

3 Enviromental Science EVS

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

ROHIT SHRIKRUSHNA THAKRE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180023

AT SOMWARKHEDA POST GAULKHEDA BAZAR

21AB311823 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Physics PHY

2 Chemistry CHE

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

RUTVIK DIPAK KIRAKTE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180248

At post Nandura BK

21AB311833 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Botany BOT

2 Zoology ZOO

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

SAKSHI MANOJ PURI

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180234

GAUTAM NAGAR

21AB311838 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 11800

2 Botany BOT

3 Zoology ZOO

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

SEJAL PRABHUDAS GADLINGE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180276

SHRI NAGAR DEVMALI

21AB311862 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Botany BOT

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

SHRUTIKA JAYKUMAR DESHMUKH

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

Near Near Deshmukh Lawn

21AB311889 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Zoology ZOO

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

SNEHAL PRADIP WANKHADE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180372

Bharat Nagar

21AB311894 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Enviromental Science EVS

2 Zoology ZOO

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

SONALI SHIVLAL PATORKAR

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

AT BERDABALDA POST BODFORM

21AB311896 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Chemistry CHE

2 Botany BOT

3 Zoology ZOO

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

TANAYA VIJAY MESHRAM

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180064

MU CHONDI

21AB311900 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Chemistry CHE

2 Botany BOT

3 Zoology ZOO

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

TANUSHREE RAJESH BABHULKAR

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180343

BEHIND NEW COTTEN MARKET

21AB311904 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Botany BOT

2 Enviromental Science EVS

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

TEJAL RAJENDRA INGLE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

TAPWAN GATE

21AB311905 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Physics PHY

2 Computer Application CPA

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

TEJAS DEVIDASRAO WANGE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180243

AT POST  BRAHMANWADA THADI

21AB311906 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Chemistry CHE

2 Botany BOT

3 Microbiology MCB

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

VAISHNAVI RAVINDRA FARKUNDE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180214

AT POST PATHROT

21AB311923 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Computer Science CPS

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

VAISHNAVI SANTOSH NAKHALE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180001

AT SOMATHANA PO UMBARDA BAZAR

21AB311925 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Chemistry CHE

2 Zoology ZOO

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

VANSHIKA RAJESHPANT BANSOD

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180036

At Po Karajgaon

21AB311928 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Computer Application(Vocational) CPV

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

VEDANT NITIN SARAF

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180105

NEAR JAIN TEMPLE

21AB311930 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Physics PHY

2 Computer Science CPS

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

VEDANTI VITTHALRAO MARAPE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180173

Bagade Layout Warun Nager

21AB311933 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Zoology ZOO

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

VIVEKANAND NAMDEV SALSUNDAR

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180123

SHIKSHAK COLONY

21AB311938 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Chemistry CHE

2 Zoology ZOO

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

YASH DIVAKAR WANKHADE

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180287

RAHUL NAGAR

21AB311940 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Mathematics MTH

2 Statistics STS

3 Computer Application(Vocational) CPV

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



B.Sc. PART-II(SEMESTER-IV) Summer 2023

Examination Admission Card

YASHVANT RAJKUMAR DESHMUKH

Name and Address of Examinee

125 / Shri Brijlal Biyani Science College,AmravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

201180055

at Gooul BK

21AB311943 118

College CodeCenter Code
Examinee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1254 ENG

5/6/23 2:12 PM

1 Zoology ZOO

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
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Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination
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 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
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 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
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